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ABSTRACT 

The vision of the semantic web is to unleash the next generation of information sharing and 

interoperability by encoding meaning into the symbols that are used to describe various 

computational capabilities within the World Wide Web or other networks. This paper describes 

the application of semantic web technologies to Test and Evaluation (T&E) metadata verification 

and validation. Verification is a quality process that is used to evaluate whether or not a product, 

service, or system complies with a regulation, specification, or conditions imposed at the start of 

a development phase or which exists in the organization. Validation is the process of establishing 

documented evidence that provides a high degree of assurance that a product, service, or system 

accomplishes its intended requirements. While this often involves acceptance and suitability with 

external customers, automation provides significant assistance to the customers.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Several recent developments have laid the groundwork for the application of semantic web 

technologies to focused domain areas, such as Test and Evaluation (T&E). Ontologies are 

envisioned as the key enabler for representing and encoding meaning in T&E metadata. The web 

ontology language (OWL) is a standard, much like eXtensible Markup Language (XML), that 

represents meaning in a programming language and database independent way [1]. OWL 

supports the definitions of concepts and relationships among concepts in such a way that 



applications can reason about meaning or semantics. Rule-based inference is a reasoning 

technique that allows for the creation of new relationships and links between concepts in a 

domain. Use of description logics is a powerful method for describing concepts in terms of their 

properties and relationships among those properties, instead of statically describing concepts in a 

hierarchical taxonomy. Finally, Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [2] is a 

query language for the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [3] triples. The RDF triples are 

used to form graphs and SPARQL provides the syntax for querying graph patterns. This provides 

a powerful way for accessing rich, network-based data. 

These and other semantic web technologies provide the foundation for making T&E data 

accessible within a semantic web framework. A T&E Metadata Reference Model can be 

enhanced to develop a T&E ontology that would lay the groundwork for a T&E semantic web 

capability. Such a reference model defines the key concepts in the domain and relationships 

among those concepts. An instance of a reference model defines a graph which can be 

represented using RDF and queried using SPARQL to discover semantically relevant 

information, such as key lessons learned from past tests. Semantic web technologies can also be 

applied to the T&E ontology to realize verification and validation (V&V) capabilities. The V&V 

rules can be included in the ontology to infer new relationships and provide input to inference 

engines for reasoning across the T&E reference model. The development of a T&E ontology is 

particularly valuable for interoperability as inter-test-center applications and standards are 

developed, such as integrated Enhanced Network Telemetry (iNET). A T&E semantic web and 

its enabling technologies will allow engineers to submit semantic queries that can be answered 

by any test center that understands the ontology. 

BACKGROUND 

In its simplest definition, metadata is data about other data.  For the purposes of this paper, we 

view the “T&E data” to be the measurements obtained during a test.  Hence, “T&E metadata” is 

any information that provides additional description or context to the T&E data.  This covers a 

broad spectrum of information, ranging from the initial requirements and motivation for the test, 

to the test article and instrumentation modifications required to perform the test, to the 

description of the packet format in which the data is transported.   

This paper addresses the use of semantic technologies for T&E metadata verification and 

validation. The validation and verification function is detailed in Figure 1.  The distinction 

between verification and validation: 

Verification:  a quality process that is used to evaluate whether or not a product, service, or 

system (in our case, the instances of the T&E metadata repository) complies with a regulation, 

specification, or conditions imposed at the start of a development phase or that exists in the 

organization.  



Validation: the process of establishing documented evidence of a high degree of assurance that a 

product, service, or system (in our cases the various metadata artifacts of a T&E program) 

satisfies its defining requirements. While this often a “judgment call,” involving acceptance of 

suitability by external customers, automation can provide significant assistance to the customers. 

 

Figure 1: Metadata Verification and Validation 

SEMANTIC WEB TECHNOLOGIES FOR V&V 

 

The vision of the semantic web is to unleash the next generation of information sharing and 

interoperability by encoding meaning into the symbols that are used to describe various 

computational capabilities within the World Wide Web or other network[4,5,6].  

SEMANTIC WEB REPRESENTATION 

XML has evolved as a standard for representing and communicating structured information in a 

computer programming and database independent way. Service-oriented architectures (SOAs) 

have standardized interoperability protocols and syntactic descriptions of web services using 

languages such as the web services description language (WSDL)[7] and protocols such as the 

simple object access protocol (SOAP)[8]. This allows, for example, Java and .NET services to 

interoperate in a language independent manner. Use of these capabilities requires that the 

designers understand the WSDL services and write their programs to obey the signatures of the 

services that they are integrating with. The human is still very much in the loop.  

Ontologies are envisioned as the key enabler for the representing and encoding meaning into the 

World Wide Web. This will allow web services to automatically discover and access other 

services with minimal, if any, human intervention. The Protégé ontology editor and knowledge 



acquisition system[9] has developed over many years as the de facto standard for ontology 

development. The web ontology language (OWL)[1] is a standard, much like XML, that 

represents meaning in a programming language and database independent way. OWL supports 

the definitions of concepts and relationships among concepts in such a way that services can 

reason about meaning; for example, by querying a registry for services that can provide 

information about T&E instrumentation systems.  Description logics[10] is a powerful method 

for describing concepts in terms of their properties and relationships among those properties, 

instead of statically describing concepts in a hierarchical taxonomy. Finally, SPARQL[2] is a 

query language for RDF triples. RDF triples are used to form graphs and SPARQL provides the 

syntax for querying graph patterns. This provides a powerful way for accessing rich, network-

based data. 

These advancements provide the foundation for making T&E data accessible within a semantic 

web framework. Specific examples of the use of semantic web tools and technologies include the 

following: 

 The development of a T&E ontology, including definitions of concepts and relationships, 

in standard languages such as OWL. This will enhance interoperability between test 

centers and also between local semantic webs. This ontology will provide a common 

language for sharing data and information with applications outside local T&E 

environments. The ontology will also enhance the semantic search capability that 

provides intelligence beyond simple keyword search.  

 The T&E reference model [13], described in terms of the T&E ontology, defines a graph 

which can be represented using RDF and queried using SPARQL to discover 

semantically relevant information, such as key lessons learned from past tests.  

 The V&V rules can be included in the ontology to infer new relationships over the 

ontological description of the metadata models.  

The foregoing semantic web tools and technologies enable a T&E semantic web that will allow 

engineers to submit semantic queries that can be answered by any test center that understands 

this ontology. 

METADATA V&V 

Typically, V&V rules are based on syntactic, highly customized, inference and implementation. 

Figure 2 illustrates a sample rule that verifies that the measurements described in a measurement 

list have a corresponding transducer in a hardware list that records that measurement. For 

example, if the measurement list has a temperature measurement in the engine bay, the hardware 

list must contain a temperature sensor in the engine bay. Both the measurement list and the 

hardware list are defined in the T&E reference model.  



In the typical implementation of the rule, a Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) 

file represents the measurement list and an Instrument Hardware Abstraction Language (IHAL) 

[14,15] file represents the hardware list. The rule implementation ensured that each measurement 

in the TMATS file had a corresponding transducer for capturing the measurement in an IHAL 

file. Specifically: 

 For each tmats:Measurement element in the TMATS file, the value of the Name 

attribute of that element appears as an id attribute of an ihal:transducerUse 

element in the IHAL file. 

One possible implementation of this V&V rule requires writing custom Java code to operate 

directly on the TMATS and IHAL XML files. XML Path Language (XPath) [11] navigation is 

employed to scan the TMATS file for tmats:Measurement elements, and then search for 

corresponding ihal:transducerUse elements in the IHAL file. This approach is not 

extensible since each new type of XML file would require that code be written to implement the 

rule. Even if interfaces are designed to govern the implementation of these rules, it does not 

diminish the amount of effort for implementing rules for new types of measurement and 

hardware lists, or other T&E reference model elements.  

 

Figure 2: Verification and Validation Rule 

The foregoing approach to V&V is a syntactic approach since it relies on the structure of the 

source documents. A semantic approach will map the T&E data, metadata and T&E reference 

model into a T&E V&V graph. Figure 3 shows the approach for creating a T&E V&V graph. 

For each <Measurement/> 
in the TMATS file, there 
must exist a corresponding 
<transducerUse/> for that 
measurement in the IHAL 
file.

The output is a list of VV&C 
messages. Pressure 
measurement #50 in the 
TMATS file does not appear 
in the IHAL file. This is a 
verification error.



The T&E ontology will be used to map the source data into a T&E V&V graph. The source data 

usually consists of non-semantic data. The non-semantic data includes both structured and 

unstructured data such as XML files, Microsoft Word® documents, Microsoft Excel® 

spreadsheets, etc. The ontology mapping capability uses the T&E ontology and semantic web 

techniques such as description logic reasoning and rule-based inference to map the source data 

into a T&E V&V graph that consists of concepts and relationships from the ontology.  

 

Figure 3: Verification and Validation Graph 

Figure 4 compares the syntactic V&V approach with the semantic V&V approach. The syntactic 

approach utilizes custom XML-based navigation to implement the V&V rules, for example. The 

semantic approach applies semantic web interference using semantic V&V rules stored in the 

T&E ontology to perform V&V. An example semantic rule is shown below: 

∀𝑥:𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑥,𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 ,∃𝑦:𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟(𝑦,𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡)⋀𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠(𝑦, 𝑥) 

An alternate semantic representation of T&E V&V rules uses the SPARQL Inferencing Notation 

(SPIN) [2, 12] syntax. An example of a SPIN rule for the measurement list / hardware list 

verification is shown below1: 

ASK WHERE { 

 ?measurement :memberOf :MeasurementList . 

 ?hardware :memberOf :HardwareList . 

 ?hardware :measures ?measurement 

} 

                                                 

1 This is a simplification of the actual SPARQL rule that would be needed to implement the verification logic. Some of the 

details are left out to simplify the explanation. 



 

Figure 4: Verification and Validation Processes 

This rule must evaluate to TRUE in order to pass the verification test. The first clause 

(measurement :memberOf :MeasurementList) binds an element of the 

MeasurementList concept to the variable ?measurement. The second clause (?hardware 

:memberOf :HardwareList) binds an element of the HardwareList concept to the variable 

?hardware. The final clause (?hardware :measures ?measurement) is the verification 

test and verifies that the element that binds to the HardwareList measures the element that 

binds to the MeasurementList concept. 

SUMMARY 

Several recent developments have laid the groundwork for the application of semantic web 

technologies to focused domain areas, such as T&E. In this paper, we have described the use of 

semantic web technologies in the development of a limited, domain-specific T&E semantic web 

that will allow engineers to specify verification and validation rules using language-independent 

semantic web rules. These rules, using existing or emerging standards such as Jena and 

SPARQL, written over a T&E ontology, enable a powerful way for accessing and reasoning 

about rich, network-based data. The V&V rules can be included in the ontology to infer new 

relationships and provide input to inference engines for reasoning across a T&E reference model. 

The development of a T&E ontology is particularly valuable for interoperability as inter-test-

center applications and standards are developed, such as iNET. A T&E semantic web and its 

enabling technologies will allow engineers to submit semantic queries that can be answered by 

any test center that understands the ontology. 
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